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Overclock your computer with ease with Gigabyte's software-based EasyTune. This utility gives you full control over your processor, memory, video card, and power options, so you can tweak settings to get the most out of your system. You can set or adjust clock rates, memory timings, processor voltage, and even monitor the temperature of your CPU and cooling system. EasyTune also features C.I.A., an intelligent CPU overclocker, which automatically adjusts the
CPU clock to the current workload, and Smart Fan Control, which automatically adjusts the fan speed to suit the current temperature of the graphics card. With support for dual- and quad-core processors, several memory modules, and four AGP slots, EasyTune is an invaluable tool for CPU and motherboard enthusiasts of all skill levels. Screenshot: Zetar 01-02-2009, 04:59 AM Thanks for that review Mark. Now you do not need a lot of things to overclock your PC.
AceBen 01-02-2009, 05:08 AM Thanks for that review Mark. Now you do not need a lot of things to overclock your PC. yea thanks guys. Soft2Gamer 01-02-2009, 11:13 AM Thanks for that review Mark. Now you do not need a lot of things to overclock your PC. Indeed, Gigabyte does a good job here. And my interests are over clocking, so as long as it doesn't make it unstable, I don't have a problem with it. The most important thing is that it does what it claims to
do. TeamTNP 01-02-2009, 03:12 PM I think this is the program I like the most. I can control my BIOS from my desktop and that's very nice... An_US_Marine 01-03-2009, 04:42 PM Thanks for that review Mark. Now you do not need a lot of things to overclock your PC. Zetar 01-03-2009, 04:49 PM Thanks for that review Mark. Now you do not need a lot of things to overclock your PC. It's not very hard to do. It can be very simple and basic, with almost no use of

third party tools, but it's pretty straight
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EasyTune is a program that comes packed with plenty of features. It is able to run on both 32 and 64 bits versions of Windows 10, and therefore it can be run with any type of motherboard. One can activate it directly after launching the driver installation, and afterwards open the graphical user interface. There one can read through the complete list of features and the specialties of the product, before moving on to the options. The first thing the users will be asked to
make is to enter the desired value for the target frequency, and likewise for the voltage. Then the user can proceed to customize all the parameters, namely the voltage for the CPU and the GPU, the noise filter and anti-vibration. The latter allows users to switch between the four possible values of the fan speed; silent, normal, maximum and very fast. Of course, all the information provided by the utility can be used to try to modify the settings. Once all the settings
have been customized, one can try to set them manually. To this end, the user will first need to select from the available devices and then add the values for the settings. Once all these values have been input, one can test the final settings, and this is done by enabling or disabling the PC components as required. Once the test has finished, one can save the settings, which include the values for the voltage, frequency and fan speed. In addition, the user can monitor the

temperature by checking the core temperature, the GPU and the Vcore, which is useful when testing the settings. Regarding system information, EasyTune enables one to see some basic performance data, such as the total hard disk space, processor speed, active processors, active cores and core temperature. Other parameters include the processor temperature, the frequency of the processor and RAM, the temperature of the memory and the VRM, the GPU
temperature and the fan speed. The program can be used to monitor the speed of the components of the system, and allows the user to adjust the settings if something is not functioning properly. Apart from the standard control of the fan speed, EasyTune can also control the clock of the components, so the user can enter the values for the voltage and the frequency, as well as the parameter for the auto-throttle and the clock settings for the IO. In order to provide the

best possible performance for the user, EasyTune provides the possibility of tweaking the fan speed, the clock speed and the voltage for the CPU, 77a5ca646e
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The EasyTune utility provides you with the capability to overclock your computer to increase its performance without ruining it. It allows you to easily adjust these settings by using a straightforward slider interface and a simple on screen display. It is also possible to examine the current status of all the critical parameters of your computer, so the users will always know the current situation in the best possible way. In addition, EasyTune also offers various settings
related to the performance of your motherboard and sound card, so it is possible to check how efficient the system is and how many extra sounds you can hear thanks to the built in software. Furthermore, EasyTune is made to control all the stability parameters of the PC, so all the basic and advanced overclocking strategies you can try can be tested in order to find the ideal settings for your motherboard. Furthermore, EasyTune is made to control all the stability
parameters of the PC, so all the basic and advanced overclocking strategies you can try can be tested in order to find the ideal settings for your motherboard. Description: This program will help you to get the best possible performance out of your computer. EasyTune allows you to monitor the voltage, frequency and temperature of your CPU, memory, hard drive and VGA (graphics) card with just a couple of clicks. You can view detailed information about each of
these devices from the current settings, or you can change them to improve the performance of your PC. Additionally, EasyTune monitors the amount of heat being produced by your PC, and is able to automatically control the fans on your motherboard in order to cool it down. For your hard drive, this program will monitor the temperature, seek and read speeds, and even calculate the number of available seconds. Other features inside this program include the ability
to overclock your system's CPU, which will maximize your computer's performance, and the functionality of the built-in C.I.A. (CPU Intelligent Accelerator) to accelerate your computer by using the current load. The EasyTune utility also offers various settings related to the performance of your motherboard and sound card, so it is possible to check how efficient the system is and how many extra sounds you can hear thanks to the built in software. Description: Most
of the older single-board motherboards are equipped with integrated video cards that have their own controller. The result is that there is little need to set up the video setting and you simply run video

What's New in the EasyTune?

EasyTune is a very easy-to-use tool designed to offer the benefits of overclocking to users with this motherboard. The interface is minimalistic, and the most important features are clearly displayed. This is a very useful utility, and some of the features available in it are: - Enable/disable core boost - Enable/disable memory boost - Enable/disable memory overclocking - C.I.A. (CPU Intelligent Accelerator) - Smart Fan (adjust CPU fan speed according to temperature
and user setting) - Smart Clock (adjust CPU clock according to temperature and user setting) - Log current performance parameters - Log current temperature - Thermal monitoring (temperature of CPU and memory) - GPU overclock settings - GPU temperature monitoring (for some cards) - C.I.A. (CPU Intelligent Accelerator) - Smart Fan (adjust CPU fan speed according to temperature and user setting) - Smart Clock (adjust CPU clock according to temperature
and user setting) - Log current performance parameters - Log current temperature - Thermal monitoring (temperature of CPU and memory) - GPU overclock settings - GPU temperature monitoring (for some cards) - Commandline console (enable/disable CPU/memory overclocking, override CPU/memory fan speed, monitor CPU/memory temperature) - USB monitor - Control specific hardware from the command line - Screenshots (after each adjustment)
EasyTune is a very easy-to-use tool designed to offer the benefits of overclocking to users with this motherboard. The interface is minimalistic, and the most important features are clearly displayed. This is a very useful utility, and some of the features available in it are: - Enable/disable core boost - Enable/disable memory boost - Enable/disable memory overclocking - C.I.A. (CPU Intelligent Accelerator) - Smart Fan (adjust CPU fan speed according to temperature
and user setting) - Smart Clock (adjust CPU clock according to temperature and user setting) - Log current performance parameters - Log current temperature - Thermal monitoring (temperature of CPU and memory) - GPU overclock settings - GPU temperature monitoring (for some cards) - C.I.A. (CPU Intelligent Accelerator) - Smart Fan (adjust CPU fan speed according to temperature and user setting) - Smart Clock (adjust CPU clock according to temperature
and user setting) - Log current performance parameters - Log current temperature - Thermal monitoring (temperature of CPU and memory) - GPU overclock settings - GPU temperature monitoring (for some cards) - Commandline console (enable/disable CPU/memory overclocking, override CPU/memory fan speed, monitor CPU/memory temperature) - USB monitor - Control specific hardware from the command line - Screenshots (after each
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System Requirements:

Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista 4GB RAM 15 GB HD space for installation DirectX 12 Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Version: 1.0.0.0 (08/10/2017) (public beta) Publisher: Astro Duck/S.I.M. Size: 2.86 GB Language: English DirectX: 12 Region: Any Changelog:
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